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INTRODUCTION 

From the beginning of my architectural education, design has been a hit 

and miss experience without any direction or real reason as to why or 

what I was doing. I came to a realization that if design was to become 

my means of living as an architect, then I had better take all of the bits 

and pieces from the past five years and organize them into one system 

working as a whole. 

This thesis is not meant to be a project in which information is gathered 

and stored for someone else at a future date, but only as a test for my

self in setting a direction in my approach to design. The intentions of 

this experiment are as follows: 1) to develop a logical strategy in which 



to approach design solutions,  2) to define l imitations and be able to 

design within the framework of these l imitations,  3) to avoid prejudiced 

and arbitrary decisions leading toward cosmetic architecture.  

I  decided that  if  I  was going to be testing design decisions and formulat

ing a workable process,  then working with conceptual design was a good 

start ing point.  The reason being that  conceptual design allows more 

freedom to experiment with in each design stage.  Although conceptual 

design is  an excellent means of generating creative ideas i t  is  only a 

tool to be employed and not an end in i tself .  Therefore a concrete design 

solution will  emerge from the intended process.  This approach I  feel  

will  give me a full  range of design with which to experiment.  

The subject  I  have chosen to design stems from my own personal interest  

in astronomy and therefore my justif ication for doing i t  is  because I  am 

interested.  My subject  is  a space sciences complex which basically 

includes a planetarium, museum, research observatory,  and academic 

facil i t ie s .  



THE PROCESS 

The approach in which I have chosen to follow is similar to a computer 

flow chart. (See diagram page ). This diagram while appearing to be 

quite general is meant to give me a path to follow so that some sort of 

time schedule may be kept and still be flexible enough to experiment 

with in each stage. 

The process leading up to the final design can be broken down into four 

stages, each building upon each other. 

Stage One 

The first stage of the process is the definition of the problem. This is 

a phase that I believe is a major reason for many failures concerning 



design. The method I chose in defining the problem was to first ask 

myself; 'just what kind of building is a space sciences complex and what 

are the social and physical needs of the people that are involved? 1 From 

this point I began with general categories for the building type itself. 

There are many reasons why people would come here, for example; 

entertainment, knowledge, escape, curiosity, etc. Therefore I cate

gorized the building as a place for the public to learn while being enter

tained and also as a center for the advancement of astronomy research. 

With the type of building in mind, thoughts began surfacing as to the 

physical needs of the building itself. What type of spirit will best reflect 

an atomosphere of space science? The essence of the unknown and man's 

quest to explain the mystery seemed to be a beginning. I started thinking 

of when man first began gazing into the heavens and how through the 

centuries science and technology has given him the opportunity to get a 

step closer to satisfying his curiosity. With this basic understanding of 

the building type and the spirit it generates I felt that I could now move 

into the next stage of the process. 



Stage Two 

Stage two consists of breaking the total building down into its basic com

ponents. These components become general categories in themselves 

creating the need for additional spaces around them so they may function 

at their optimum potential. The basic components are defined as follows; 

planetarium, museum, auditorium, public observatory, research observa

tory, administration and academic facilities, and the lobby and entrance. 

(See page ). From these basic components I was able to begin estab

lishing area relationships and start moving into stage three. 

Stage Three 

From the information from the preceding stage I began researching each 

individual component for its requirements. This was done by finding out 

exactly what was needed in terms of space, function, equipment, and 

relationship to the overall complex. I decided to experiment by going on 

the premise that if I could get each individual component to function at 

its optimum, then I could work with fewer parts when putting the overall 

building together. This process seemed to work well for me because I 



more clearly understood each part in its relationship to the whole. 

Stage Four 

In this stage I began to feel the essence of the total complex and so began 

thinking more in abstract terms such as symbolism, spirit and imagery. 

It is in this stage that the first real chance of experimenting with alterna

tive concepts for the total complex come into play. Also at this point it  

became fun just to see how many ideas I could come up with and still  be 

within real terms. I began thinking of my own interpretations of what 

the whole complex could mean in symbolic terms. Just what goes through 

a person's mind when he thinks of space, the stars,space travel, the uni

verse and the unknown? How frustrating is it  to try and imagine the end 

of the universe or even time itself? From questions like these I started 

thinking that the building itself is mysterious and that the essence or 

feeling that I wanted to create was not only one that is just/a physical 

experience, but an experience for the mind. By this I mean for example, 

a chance for the mind to make a transition from everyday reality into a 



world which is fantastic or super real. This type of experience would 

give one a chance to look into the future in terms of his own imagination. 

An example of this is looking through a telescope at a distant planet. 

You are physically on the earth but your imagination is projecting you 

somewhere else. This feeling of being at a point between reality and the 

super real, never getting a foothold at either point is the essence I chose 

to finally try and create. I went through several concepts ranging from 

completely conventional to the point of being almost totally irrational. 

From these various concepts I eventually drew from parts of all of them 

in the final design. The basic concept that I chose to work with happened 

to be my first, which was putting the complex underground. This con

cept to me was the most unique and interesting for it makes a strong 

contradiction to any first impressions about experiencing the universe and 

this in itself could be used as a means to amplify the feeling intended for 

the user. 
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THE DESIGN 

. . . . .  I  h a v e  j u s t  c l o s e d  m y  e y e s  a g a i n  a n d  c l i m b e d  a b o a r d  t h e  d r e a m  

weaver train. Trying to take away my worries of today and leave to

morrow behind. 

Flying high through the starry skies, maybe to an astral plane. Across 

the highways of fantasy, help me forget today. 

Though the dawn may be coming soon, there still  may be some time. 

Fly me away to the bright side of the moon and meet me on the other 

side. 

From the song Dream Weaver 



THE SITE 

The site I have used for the execution of the design is focused on a region 

rather than one particular site. Since the design is conceptual I felt as 

though the site should be also. The region is in the area south of Salt 

Lake City, Utah. The reasons for this were based on research done on 

the weather conditions, best areas to study the hemisphere and a popula

tion dense enough to reasonably make an assumption that the complex 

would have a maximum use. These conditions represent the ideal and I 

realize that in reality many of these variable could change, but then also 

would the design. 



ADMINISTRATIVE AND ACADEMIC FACILITIES 

Level One 

This level is designed mainly to house the academic laboratories in 

which classes necessitating hand skills is taught. The four laboratories 

have been given ample space and a suggestion for arrangement as it is 

my conviction that classes such as telescope making, calibrating 

instruments and various other skills relating to physical learning of 

astronomy could take place here. The restrooms were placed in the 

center of the radial plan to be easily accessible for cleaning up from 

either side. As you will notice on the drawings, that this level does not 

complete the full semi circle as does level two and three. This was done 



for two reasons: 1) there was no need for more laboratories or office 

space, and 2) it gives the total building an ending point. This coming 

from my feeling that if it did complete the semi circle it would appear 

to be an unfinished pyrimidal structure. With the cut off at equal dis

tance from both edges the eye has a chance to find the termination of 

the structure. Access to levels two and three are provided by stairways 

leading from the two ends of the plan. 

Level Two 

This level is the resource and relaxation component of the facility. The 

library, technician's office, photo lab, lounge, meeting room, formal 

classroom, and restrooms for both level two and three are housed here. 

The plan completes the full semi circle and constitutes the largest floor 

space of the three levels. 

The photo lab is necessary to both the museum and research observatory 

and has its own shooting room for displays, etc. A complete darkroom 

is provided for film processing. Among the many uses of the telescope 



in the research observatory is its ability to utilize the camera for chart

ing data in which otherwise would be impossible with the naked eye. 

The library is the largest single space on this level even though it is 

only for the resources concerning space science. Here is where the 

resource material for the entire complex will be stored. This includes 

the files for the museum, tapes and films for the planetarium shows and 

academic information for students and researchers. 

The meeting room is a space provided for various small groups such as 

the astronomical society, research discussions, etc. It is meant to have 

an informal atmosphere so I decided not to completely enclose it and so 

placed it next to the stairway without enclosing it with another wall. I 

feel that there needs to be spaces which will define a group of people but 

not entirely shut them off from others. Maybe there should be more of 

them - I do not know. 



The large office for four to six technicians is placed here for the reason 

that these technicians are general people to the entire complex. This 

office provides them with a home base to work from. These people 

would not have the type of work that would facilitate the need for indivi

dual private offices although they would need office space. 

The lounge is to serve as the coffee room and relaxation area for the three 

levels.  It  is for the students,  researchers,  and permanent staff only. I  

have appeared to have given this space more room than is necessary but 

I  feel it  is justified. The make-shift  lounges for employees that seem to 

be many times an after thought is to me disgusting. The people that are 

here everyday need to have a place to congregate and be on a social level 

at  t imes. If one really thinks about i t  the 'coffee room' is where the 

staff of any operations forms into one unit.  I  feel that i t  is a good place 

to build morale for the employees if nothing else. 

The formal classroom located next to the lounge is just what i t  says. It  

is mainly for students in a lecture type situation. 



The restrooms located on both ends of the plan serve both levels two and 

three. I  thought i t  was a waste of space to have them on both levels 

since level three has only fifteen private offices. They are easily access

ible by both floors and seems to be an acceptable solution. 

Level Three 

This level is composed entirely of offices for the personnel that run the 

technical and administrative functions of the complex. This includes 

office space for visiting lecturers,  technicians, researchers,  permanent 

lecturers,  the director of the museum and planetarium and the director 

of research. These people are the life blood of the complex and require 

a need for individual offices. Each of the offices has been given ample 

space of 187 square feet with the exception of the directors '  offices which 

have 215 square feet.  All of the offices have direct access to the outer 

balcony and also the second floor of the research observatory. 

All three levels are oriented to the north for reasons of l ight and tempera

ture control through the all  glass front that is exposed. The stacking of 



each level like stair steps into the hill provides each level with an access 

to the outside and also keeps within the framework of the concept of keep

ing the building as one fluid motion. 



RESEARCH OBSERVATORY 

The research observatory, one of the primary functions of the complex, 

is located at the highest point of the site. This facility is the most 

technical in terms of function and operation and except for the observation 

balcony is restricted to unauthorized persons. The structure itself 

consists of three floor levels and an observation balcony oriented on a 

one hundred foot diameter plan. It is designed to house a telescope of 

the approximate size as that of Mount Palomar which is five hundred tons. 

Observation Balcony 

The observation balcony is an extra feature which is actually an extension 

of the museum. Since a five hundred ton telescope is quite an attention 



getter in itself it  should not be totally restricted from the public. The 

balcony itself is enclosed in glass and overlooks the main floor. From 

this point the viewer can see the telescope and the operation of the equip

ment from any angle as he walks around the circumference of the struc

ture. Access is provided by stairways and elevators from the second 

floor which connects directly to levels two and three of the museum and 

also from level three of the administrative and academic facilities. 

Main Floor 

The main floor houses the telescope itself and the computers used for 

recording data. Very strict controls concerning temperature, air 

currents, lighting and vibration have to be kept on this floor because of 

the extreme magnification of the telescope. The telescope is mounted 

on its own structure which extends down through the second and third 

floors. This is to keep it as steady as possible since the building itself 

vibrates to some extent. The telescope can rotate to any angle and the 

viewer actually rides inside of it  at approximately sixty feet off of the 



floor at  i ts  maximum height.  Because of i ts  size and the advances in 

technology" the telescope will  be operated by computer control .  At anyone 

t ime there will  be only a maximum of f ive people on the main floor so that  

body heat will  not produce unnecessary air  currents to flow past  the lens 

creating distortion.  

Second and Third Floors 

These two floors provide space for the mechanical  equipment,  research 

offices,  restrooms, fi les to the data for the computers,  special  rooms 

for experiments in reading the l ight spectrum, access from the museum 

and administrative facil i t ies,  repair  shops,  and storage.  The third 

floor may also serve as the vault  and storage for the museum. Access 

is  provided by stairs and elevators serving all  levels of the observatory* 

The second floor is  the connecting l ink between the administrative faci

l i ty and the rest  of the complex. This gives a good flow for circulation 

and serves also as a natural  barrier between the public and the staff .  

The observatory is  fif ty-five feet  from the third floor to the spring l ine 

of the dome and is  75% underground. 



Dome 

The dome to the observatory is  a hemi spherical  structure one hundred 

feet  in diameter mounted on a track around the circumference of the 

structure.  This enables i t  to rotate the opening to any degree required 

by the researcher.  It  is  structured by open web steel  joists covered by a 

l ight metal  skin.  The opening parti t ion is  a thirty foot section which runs 

on a track enabling i t  to move back across the dome to ninety degrees at  

maximum range. On the inside of the dome, a special  elevator used for 

access to the telescope and the fif ty ton crane is  provided. The crane 

is  provided for servicing the telescope and to change equipment.  Just  

as a point of interest ,  the reflecting mirror alone for the telescope is  

14 3/4 tons and two feet  thick.  The dome is  operated by electric motors 

located within i ts  structure and is  controlled at  the main floor.  



THE MUSEUM 

The museum is located on three different levels and is not meant to be 

as many museums are, a store house for old relics. My ideas con

cerning this aspect of the complex are that it  should be an exciting 

place in which a person can stimulate his imagination to experience not 

only reality and fantasy but also the super real. By this I mean that 

each of the three circular components has its own unique aspects. Level 

One is to display the history of astronomy, where it started, the 

superstitions, and bring you to the point of modern day technology and 

science. Level Two will show the advancements of astronomy in terms 

of science, technology, and the rapid gain of knowledge learned about 



the s tars  and the universe.  In essence,  everything that  is  known in 

theory and fact  up to the present  day.  Level  Three is  lef t  to the imangina-

t ion.  I t  wil l  consist  of  displays in the form of predict ions of what  is  to 

come. Possibly displays which depict  l i fe  on other planets ,  what  i t  

would be l ike to t ravel  at  the speed of l ight ,  e tc .  ,  I  hope i t  wil l  ref lect  

to people that  these things are not  impossible but  are just  too real  to be 

recognized.  Whatever man has wanted in the past  he has found i t ,  the 

power is  in his  mind.  

Each of the three levels  s tep up from each other in f ive foot  intervals ,  

with access provided by s tairs  and an elevator  located at  the junction of 

the three touching tangents.  The display cubicles are located around the 

circumference with the center  being open for  circulat ion and frequently 

changing displays.  Art if icial  l ighting wil l  play an important  part  in 

creat ing the desired effect  of  the display cubicles but  the center  area wil l  

have natural  l ight  provided by skylights  located in the center  of each 

circle.  



The circulation through the museum gives the user a variety of choices 

in which to move about.  Each flows into the other and level one and two 

both have access to the planetarium and the black l ight display.  Levels 

two and three also have access to the research observatory.  I  feel  that  

design can make people move through a building in an orderly manner 

but,  in this case,  I  wanted them to experience the spaces for themselves 

This meaning that  i t  would become like exploring the unknown without 

the confinements of corridors and signs and the everyday directional 

devices we are so accustomed to in our everyday world.  The museum 

area as i t  is  defined in the drawings is  only a part  of the total  experi

ence.  As far as I  was concerned with the design, the whole complex is  

a museum of man's search for the unknown. 



SHOPS AND MECHANICAL 

Located below the museum is the shops and central mechanical space 

for the entire complex. The shops will be used for building new dis

plays, paintings, etc. , and has access by a ramp from the main lobby. 

The mechanical area will house the main heating and air conditioning 

services for the complex and has been given ample space to be used as 

it is needed. The elevator from the museum extends down to this level 

and is used to move displays to each of the museum levels, eliminating 

the need to move up and down the various stairways. 



PLANETARIUM 

Tha planetarium located off of the main lobby and level one of the 

museum is one of the main attractions of the complex. 

The theater or stair chamber is unique in many ways. The acoustics 

of a circular room surmounted by a hemispherical screen poses 

special problems; the necessity to have the room tightly closed during 

the program which may be as much as one hour in length introduces 

problems of adequate and silent air conditioning. Altogether,  the 

requirements of a planetarium chamber are more exacting than those 

of any other type of theater of comparable seating capacity. An esthetic,  



as well as a vulgarly visible impression must be given; the viewers 

must be translated, literally, "out of this world". The entire theatre 

is devoted to the main projector located in the center. This projector 

is the creator of illusion for the viewer. Although it is termed as a 

theatre the attention is directed toward the ceiling thereby eliminating 

the need for a ramped or stepped up floor line. The 270 seats are 

arranged in circular concentric rings with the operators' console located 

on the northern end of the chamber. Since most of the important con

stellations are located in the southern hemisphere he makes his work as 

easy as possible. It will be necessary for viewers to at times to turn 

their heads to see all of the show, but it also is in nature. 

The main projector run by the operators console is actually run by a 

small computer located within the console. 

The projection screen, a sixty five foot diameter half shell is made of 

perforated aluminum panels. This allows for auxiliary projectors and 

sound equipment to be located behind the screen for special effects. 



(See Section A) A system of catwalks are provided for servicing of this 

equipment. 

Between the inner and outer walls of the theater are located spaces for 

the technician, SPL area (sound, projection, light),  displays for black 

light,  and storage. 

The outer circulation ring around the theater is the black light display 

area. This space is actually an extension of the museum but also 

serves a more important purpose. Since sound control is extremely 

important during a star show the black light area will  serve to keep 

people quieter while a show is in progress. Psychologically when you 

are in a dark space you tend to be much more quiet and recepture than 

in the light.  Therefore I felt  that this circulation ring could serve as 

a preparation space for people before the program to get them into a 

receptive, quiet mood and also as a psychological sound barrier for 

those viewing the displays while a show was in progress. 



Dome 

The outer dome is used mainly for sound control from the outside as 

well as inside. The inner projection screen dome and the outer dome 

have different center points so that there is a smaller clearance at the 

apex of the two. 

In the volume between the two domes, acoustical blankets, sprayed 

flat black, should be attached to the outer domes inner surface. This 

will provide the acoustical insulation for the inside as well as the out

side. The outside dome has to have enough mass to prevent distracting 

vibrations such as aircrafts, rain, and contraction and expansion. 

Therefore metal was ruled out and I chose to use a poured in place 

concrete shell. 



UPPER LOBBY 

The upper lobby is  a raised section leading to level one of the museum 

and also an entrance point to one of the elevators to the public observa

tory.  The reason I  raised this section of the lobby is  that  i t  provides 

a more formal entrance into the museum and provides another spacial  

change for entering and exit ing the public observatory.  



PUBLIC OBSERVATORY 

The space for the public observatory is designed for the general public 

to use telescopes which are of a less delicate nature than that of the 

research observatory. The telescopes are located on top of the 

enclosed observation deck and are accessible by a stairway from that 

space. (See Section D) The nine foot wall surrounding the circular 

space serves to control the wind and to block off any surrounding light. 

The roof structure is circular in plan and a 1 80 degree section slides 

under the other when the telescopes are in use. 



Located below the space for the telescopes is the enclosed observation 

deck. This is the main structure of the public observatory and to

gether with the telescope observatory they are supported by a sixty 

foot shaft originating from the lobby. Access is provided a circular 

stairway through the center of the shaft and also by external elevators 

on either side. I felt that the experience coming from the underground 

of the lobby and shooting into the air to go view the stars would be 

exciting which is the reason for the external elevators. 

The plan for the observation deck is an open circular space entirely 

encased in glass up to a twenty five foot center at the top, which at 

this point rests the telescope observatory. Two small restrooms are 

provided and the space may be divided up by retractable curtains so 

seminars and classes can be held on special occasions. 

Outside of the confines of the sixty foot diameter of the glass in an 

outside observation ring. On warm evenings and during the day the 

user may use this space for observation. 



AUDITORIUM 

The auditorium located off of the main lobby is a three hundred sixty 

seat stage type theatre. Its purpose is to function for a variety of 

events such as special lectures, films and demonstrations. It is 

equipped with its own control room for stage lighting, a sound system 

and a projector system. The open stage is left flexible enough to serve 

a variety of uses thus making the space a multi-use facility. 

Emergency exits are provided by tunnels leading from the stage directly 

to the outside. With the entire structure undergound, use of a shell-

type roofing system provides for a column free interior space. 



MAIN LOBBY 

The main lobby serves as the gathering point for the complex. The 

ticket booth located at the entrance doors provides a control point for 

admissions and information. The sales booth is located on the north 

end of the lobby against the planetarium wall. I thought this would be 

the best location for it  because it would not congest the area near the 

entrance doors and still  be in good location to attract people. 

Natural light will be provided to the lobby thru the skylight over the 

glass enclosed planter. Besides just providing natural light it  gives 

people coming into the lobby from the entry with the experience of 



going underground only to find that  sunlight and plants are here also.  

(See Section A) 

The restrooms located next to the entrance doors are large enough to 

handle the capacity of the auditorium and also a normal capacity tour

ing the complex. The janitors storage room is also located in this 

area.  



The main entrance to the complex is composed of a series of arches 

and tunnels leading underground to the complex. The symbolic state

ment that i t  makes is one of space-time and mystique. It  is meant to 

prepare the visitor for the inside by forcing him into an ever diminish 

ing tunnel (time tunnel) and bring him into the complex as if i t  were 

another world. 

From the outside, the entrance is not particularly over bearing as it  

appears to be a composite of all  the sculptural shapes, protruding 

through the surface of the ground. It  is intended to become symbolic 



of finding the secret passageway to a new treasure. There is no con

crete walkway leading up to it ,  but only hollow concrete block set into 

the ground letting the grass grow around and through it .  Thus strengthens 

the pathway so that ruts and mud do not form from the pedestrian traffic.  



PARKING 

The parking for automobiles is located ot the west of the entrance. I 

felt as though it  should also be put underground for purposes of the 

site as well as for letting the visitor know that he is to put away all of 

his everyday surroundings in order to fully experience his visit.  There 

is parking space for one hundred ninety cars and additional parking 

would be further away blocked off by trees and shrubs to the south of 

the site. 
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SUMMARY 

Although th is  solut ion to  des ign for  a  space  sc iences  complex i s  only  

one of  many a l ternat ive ,  I  th ink that  i t  has  reached my expecta t ions  and 

goals .  F i rs t  of  a l l  i t  presents  a  new way of  le t t ing  the  physical  bui ld

ing i t se l f  par t ic ipate  wi th  the  user  in  providing exci t ing  and new 

exper iences .  I t  does  not  become only  a  shel l  to  house  var ious  fac i l i 

t ies ,  but ,  in  i t se l f ,  makes  a  s ta tement  about  man 's  knowledge and 

unders tanding of  the  vas t  universe  in  which he  l ives .  This  meaning 

that  what  we see  on the  surface  i s  not  a lways  the  to ta l  p ic ture  and some

t imes  one must  explore  a  l i t t le  fur ther  in  order  to  f ind i t .  



The so lu t ion  which  has  been  presented  hopefu l ly  conveys  tha t  message  

for  tha t  i s  the  reasoning  behind  the  concept .  



CONCLUSION 

During the  course  of  Thesis  I  and I I  I  fee l  as  though I  have exper ienced 

every  mood level  f rom tota l  d ispai r  to  fee l ing on top of  the  world .  I  

th ink I  have put  mysel f  to  the  l imi ts  of  my abi l i t ies  and have success

ful ly  completed  what  I  s tar ted  out  to  accompl ish .  That  being,  to  get  my 

des ign abi l i t ies  moving in  a  unif ied  d i rec t ion.  I  have a lso  rea l ized 

another  fac t  about  archi tec ture  which i s  probably  the  most  impor tant  

lesson one can receive  f rom the  f ive  years  of  formal  educat ion,  tha t  

being that  the  learning and ref in ing of  my knowledge and abi l i t ies  does  

not  end here .  As far  as  I  am concerned I  have only  come to  a  point  

where  I  can begin  learning about  archi tec ture  for  i t s  rea l  value  and 



unders tanding.  Someone once  sa id  to  me a  few years  ago,  "Don ' t  ever  

begin  anything that  you do not  t ru ly  bel ieve  in ,  for  there  i s  only  the  

beginning,  the  end never  comes.  "  
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